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Request for comment LVPOA sent from http://www.lagovistaeda.com/contact.html contact
us page, 6/03/11 7:07pm.
This is your chance to comment. I am on a deadline, so a prompt response would be
appreciated. I am writing an article for Individual Initiative Opinions and News
about local entities such as the EDA, referring to the LVPOA as though it were a
public entity for public use, when it is, in fact, a members only use, private
shareholder owned entity. Obviously, diluting someones claim to private ownership
and private usage can harm the shareholders interest.
Your organization, the Lago Vista EDA, is on the by-line in 2 versions of a
pamphlet. Both refer to the LVPOA as though it were public with no mention that you
have to be a member to use the facilities. I list the links at bottom for reference.
Question 1: The LVPOA is a private organization for use only by the members. You
knew this when you published the documents, yet both reference the LVPOA in a way
that can lead readers to believe it is a public entity. Even if you claim you didn't
know before, you do now. Will you pull the documents, or correct the documents to
show the LVPOA facilities are available only to members?
Question 2: Does the EDA respect the rights of the shareholders to have private
membership ownership and members only usage of the LVPOA, or, is it the position of
the LVEDA that the LVPOA should be a public entity?
Question 3: This issue has been known for months, it was even brought up in a COLV
City Council session but the documents are still on-line and still can confuse the
public (as to the members only usage of the LVPOA facilities). The change to
reference it as members only facility is simple but the change has not been made.
The failure to make such a simple change implies a purpose in not making the change.
What purpose is there in confusing the issue of ownership and usage in the minds of
the public?
Question 4: The purpose of the upcoming article is to provide a fair and factual
truthful presentation. Please make any comments you feel important to clarify, or to
help present the truth.
For reference here are the two links, see page six on the first one, page seven of
the second one.
http://www.lagovistaeda.com/resources/Developing_the_North_Shore_EDA.pdf
http://lagovistatexas.org/documents/EDFdocuments/8%20Pages%20City%20of%20Lago%20Vist
a.pdf
Brad Waite
Individual Initiative, Inc.
http://individualinitiative.net/
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